


EDITORIAL
IDENTIFYING OPERATION VANGUARD OPERATIVES

Uniformed operatives the world over at one point in time or the            
other, have to contend with the challenge of impersonation. Operation       
VANGUARD, in this regard, is no different as the Taskforce have had to 
deal with a number of such incidents in its 2 years of operation. 

The 12 rotation of the VANGUARD Taskforce had challenges with a 
number of such impersonators - both confirmed and unconfirmed cases. 
Aside from the challenge these instances of impersonation pose for the 
Taskforce operatives, there’s a need for the general public to be sensitized 
in other to enable them avoid being duped or unlawfully accosted by any 
such impersonators.

The three most distinct identifying features of any vanguard operative
are the digital patterned woodland camouflage uniforms the military
personnel wear, the Operation VANGUARD branded shoulder 
flash worn by both the military and police personnel and the white                            
Toyota Landcruiser Trooper vehicles adorned with red and white  
VANGUARD stickers.

The public must do well to take note of these features whenever any 
operative claims affiliation with the Operation VANGUARD Taskforce.
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 COMMANDER’S 
 FOREWORD 

        t has been a little over three months since I took over as 
        Commander of this Joint anti-illegal mining Taskforce. 
        Over the period, the Taskforce has experienced its fair share         
 of challenges amidst the indefatigable effort displayed by my Staff
 Officers and Men alike. 

                   As a coercive unit, we have been able to operate effectively 
                        at a high level to mitigate the damage illegal miners 
                              are having on our water bodies and forest vegetations.

                              Based on assistance from local allies and our own 
             intelligence teams, we have been able to conduct  
                                pinpoint operations in other to maximize our  
    gains and further build on previous efforts.

                      Over the past three or so months, we have had 
           to consolidate our efforts across regional 
          lines in other to achieve the biggest effect yet 
           and I must say that these changes in our 
            modus operandi is yielding the sort of 
              results we expect in the fight  against illegal 
            mining.

                               In saying this, there’s been a need to make 
               public our efforts in the fight against  
   illegal mining - o give the public a   
     glimpse into our operations and activ  
   ities. Hence this newsletter, to fill in the 
    blanks so to speak. It is the hope of  
                       both myself and my entire team that 
       it will shine some  much needed light 
      on our operations and other activities 
                         for the general public. 

 

    
                            Thank        You
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VANGUARD XII  
Commander, 
Col William Nortey
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The handing and taking-over ceremony for Col William Nii Nortey to 
assume Command of Operation VANGUARD was held on Tuesday 4 
June 2019.

In the short ceremony at the Joint Taskforce headquarters at Obuasi
-Wawasi, Col Nortey was inducted into office as the new Commander 
by Rev Maj Boahen. 

The guest of honour for the occassion, General Officer Commanding 
(GOC) Central Command, Brig Gen Joseph Aphour in his remarks 
charged the troops to rally behind their new Commander to successfully 
clamp down on illegal mining in the country.

The outgoing Commander Col Eric Konadu in his speech revealed 
that by the end of May this year, Op VANGUARD had arrested a total 
of 2,185 suspects including foreigners and a total of 9,111 Changfan      
machines had been destroyed. According to Col Konadu, from January 
to May 2019, a total of 369 people have been arrested. He added that 40 
excavators were also seized while 84 others were immobilised.

Col Konadu decried the slow pace of prosecution and conviction of        
arrested illegal miners. He stated that 76 out of the 2,185 accounting 
for only 3.5% of the suspects arrested have been convicted. This, he said, 
had emboldened illegal miners to carry out their activities with impunity. 
He further stated that a worrying phenomenon was the rise in the         
number of other African nationals engaged in illegal mining in the 
country. He indicated that from January to May 2018, 12 people from 
Niger, Mali and Burkina Faso were arrested for engaging in illegal       
mining. However, the number climbed to102 from January to May this 
year (2019).

He paid tribute to his predecessors, Col William Agyapong, Brig Gen 
M Amoah Ayisi and Col Jackson Wongye for putting in place a solid 
foundation for the advancement of Op VANGUARD’s Mission. Col 
Konadu expressed his gratitude for the support he received from the 
troops and all stakeholders and requested that the same support be        
extended to his successor.

In his remarks, Col William Nortey charged Taskforce personnel to 
support him to achieve the goal for which Op VANGUARD was 
birthed.

Present at the ceremony were the Municipal Chief Executive for Obuasi, 
Hon Elijah Bonah, the District Chief Executives for Obuasi East and 
Adansi Asokwa, Commander Rear for the 4th Battalion of Infantry, Lt 
Col KW Peprah and the District Police Commander amongst others.

COL WILLIAM N NORTEY ASSUMES 
COMMAND OF OP VANGUARD

Wednesday 5 June 2019
By Sgt Ofori-Attah Jones

GOH inpects the quarter guard

Taking Over Certif icates Col E Konadu hands over Command Baton to Col W Nortey

Guests in group photo with taskforce personnel Cross section of  guests and vanguard personnel
 at the ceremony
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Handing Over - Taking Over Ceremony
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At about 0300hrs, Monday 17 June 2019, Op VANGUARD personnel 
from its Base in the Ashanti Region arrested seven (7) suspected illegal 
miners in the Amansie Central District.

The suspects, who were between the ages of 17 and 36 years, were         
apprehended in an early dawn operation at Akatakyieso, a suburb which 
has gained notoriety for illegal mining in recent times. 

They were handed over to the Obuasi Central Police Station for further 
investigations and possible prosecution.

The operation, which was conducted between the hours of 2:00AM and 
5:30AM, is a sign of the change in how these illegal miners are conducting 
their activities to avoid VANGUARD’s patrol teams. The Taskforce, has 
in turn, altered its operations to match the activities of the galamseyers 
and ensure maximum results are achieved. 

ILLEGAL MINERS RESORT TO DUSK-
TILL-DAWN OPERATIONS TO ELUDE 
VANGUARD PATROLS
Monday 17 June 2019

4 of the arrested suspects

3 of  the 7 suspects

the suspects being handed over to police at the obuasi 
central station

4 of the 7 suspects
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37 SUSPECTED ILLEGAL MINERS          
APPREHENDED IN THE WESTERN AND 
ASHANTI REGIONS BY OPERATION 
VANGUARD
Thursday 01 August 2019

In multiple patrols conducted by Op VANGUARD in the Western and 
Ashanti Regions, 37 suspected illegal miners were apprehended.

Thirty (30) Ghanaian suspected illegal miners were arrested in the 
Western Region within the  general area of Mpohor-Adum Banso in 
the Mpohor District on Tuesday, 30 July 2019. The suspects were 
handed over to Mpohor Police for prosecution. Two (2) excavators that

was seized from the site have also been handed over to the IMCIM.

At about 3:00AM on 31 July 2019, seven (7) other suspected illegal 
miners were apprehended within the general area of Berkwai. Two (2) 
Chinese and one (1) Ivorian national were handed over to IMCIM. The 
four (4) other suspects confirmed to be locals were handed over to the 
Obuasi Police for further investigation.

Six (6) of  the suspects at the Obuasi Police station awaiting processing

The two chinese nationals who were apprehended at Berkwai
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OPERATION VANGUARD ARRESTS 85 IN 
DAWN PATROLS IN THE EASTERN REGION
Saturday 29 June 2019

Some of the suspected illegal miners with their tools

Cross section of  suspeccted illegal miners

In an operation conducted between 3:00AM and 6:00AM on Saturday 
morning, VANGUARD personnel in the Eastern Region apprehended 
85 suspected illegal miners. 

The galamseyers, who were operating within the general area of           
Abomosu in the Atiwa West District were made up of 83 locals, a                  
Nigerien and an Ivorian. The suspects were handed over to civil police 
for further action.
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Op VANGUARD continues to conduct patrols to disrupt the activities 
of illegal miners within our Area of Operations.
 
Multiple operations conducted within the Kweibiberem and Birim 
South Districts in the Eastern Region resulted in the arrest of 6                          
suspected illegal miners. Other patrols conducted within the Upper 
Denkyira West District in the general area of Nkoransa also resulted in 
the arrest of 5 suspected galamseyers.

The 11 suspects apprehended during operations conducted between 
Wednesday 24 and Friday 26 July have been handed over to various local 
Police Stations for prosecution.

Three (3) excavators were immobilized, one (1) was seized and a total of 
202 Changfan machines were immobilized.

OPERATION VANGUARD MAKES 
ELEVEN (11) ARRESTS IN EASTERN 
AND WESTERN REGIONS
Monday 29 July 2019
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Operational Highlights

Vanguard peersonnel immobilising chang fan machines

Vanguard peersonnel immobilising chang fan machines

Arrested suspects standing next to a washing machine
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The Director General of Joint Operations at the General Headquarters 
of the Ghana Armed Forces paid a three-day working visit to Operation 
VANGUARD personnel deployed to fight galamsey between 9 and 11 
July 2019.

The visit, which was mainly to enable him ascertain first-hand the       
challenges personnel are facing, took him to the various operating bases

in the Ashanti, Central, Eastern, Western and Western North Regions.

He took the opportunity to also visit a number of sites were personnel 
had conducted operations previously to gain first hand experience of    
operational conditions in the field. He further met with local                         
government officials  and key stakeholders within the Taskforce’s area of 
operation.

DIRECTOR GENERAL JOINT 
OPERATIONS PAYS WORKING VISIT     
TO OP VANGUARD

DG JOPS in a handshake with the DCE for Obuasi Evast, 
Hon Faustina Amissah

DG inspects exhibits at FOB central

DG at an abondoned illegal mining site

DG JOPS in a meeting with troops

Operational Highlights
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Twenty-seven (27) suspected illegal miners were apprehended in an 
overnight  operation within the Atiwa West District of the Eastern 
Region on Sunday 14  August 2019. The suspects, all confirmed to 
be locals, were operating within the general area of Abomosu.

Just a day earlier, nine (9) other locals were arrested in the Birim North

District within the general area of Apradan.

All 36 suspects were handed over to the Afosu local police for further  
action. Gold detecting machines and other miscellaneous tools the      
miners were using in their  operation are currently being held in 
evidence.

OPERATION VANGUARD APPREHENDS 
36 SUSPECTED ILLEGAL MINERS IN 
THE EASTERN REGION

Operational Highlights

Cross section of  arrested suspects

Arrested suspects with working tools
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Four (4) suspected Chinese illegal miners were arrested by Op            
VANGUARD personnel in the Western Region. The operation, 
which was conducted on Tuesday June 2019, was in the general area of                 
Dominase-Nkwanta in the Amenfi West Disttrict.

The suspects, Zhun Yun Sheng, 31, Zhong Jun, 30, Wei Xui Wu, 29 and 
Liin Lital, 26, together with two excavators that were found at the site 
were handed over to the Inter-Ministerial Committee on Illegal Mining 
(IMCIM).

Two (2) pump action rifles, a side arm, live cartridges and personal            
effects belonging to the suspects were processed into evidence pending 
further action.

OPERATION VANGUARD ARRESTS 
FOUR (4) CHINESE NATIONALS FOR 
ILLEGAL MINING

Weapons seized during the operation

4 of the suspected Chinese miners 1

4 of  the 170 chang fans that were destroyed

Operational Highlights
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At about 5:30AM on Saturday 22 JUNE 2019, Op VANGUARD      
personnel stationed at their Forward Operating Base (FOB) in the 
Western Region apprehended fifteen (15) suspected Chinese illegal 
miners in the Juabosu District in the Western North Region.

The operation, which was carried out simultaneously at different sites 
within the general area of Bonsai further resulted in the seizure of 5 
excavators. TBoth the suspects and equipment were handed over to Inter 
Ministerial Committee on Illegal Mining (IMCIM) for further action.

OP VANGUARD INTENSIFIES 
OPERATIONS IN WESTERN NORTH   
REGION, 15 CHINESE SUSPECTS  
APPREHENDED
Saturday 22 June 2019

the 15 suspected illegal miners

One (1) of  the four  seized excavators 2

Cross section of  the arrested suspects

0ne (1) of  the four seized excavators

Operational Highlights
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T WO (2) LOCALS APPREHENDED 
FOR POSING AS OPERATION 
VANGUARD PERSONNEL
Monday 22 July 2019

Operation VANGUARD has apprehended two locals who were posing 
as Taskforce personnel in the Ashanti and Western Regions. 

While on a patrol on Thursday 11 July 2019 the VANGUARD Task-
force in the Ashanti Region was tipped off to a local man claiming to be 
one of our personnel. The suspect who has since been identified as Ar-
nold Aidoo, 33, was arrested while he was operating within the general 
area of Dompoase. He has since been handed over to Fomena Police for 
prosecution. 

Mr Richard Nkrumah, 35, was also apprehended at Bogoso Junction in 
the Western and is currently in the custody of Tarkwa Police for 

further investigations. Initial checks into the suspects conduct by Op 
VANGUARD indicated that he had been moving to various galamsey 
sites claiming to be the Officer in charge of Taskforce personnel in the 
Western Region. 

There are several of such unauthorized individuals in these dominant 
illegal mining areas claiming affiliation with Op VANGUARD. The 
Taskforce continuously appeals to the general public to report any such 
individuals should they come across them. The general public is also to 
note that Op VANGUARD does not accept any form of payment from 
the public for the duties they perform. Under no circumstances should 
any member of the general public make payments of any sort to persons 
claiming affiliation with the Op VANGUARD Taskforce.

Mr Richard Nkrumah, 35 Mr Arnold Aidoo, 33

Operational Highlights
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SUMMARY OF OPERATIONAL 
STATISTICS CONDUCTED BY OP 
VANGUARD XII

INFOGRAPHICS ON VANGUARD 12 
ARRESTS
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VANGUARD IN PICTURES

Troops on combat walk through principal streets of  Obuasi

Vanguard personnel during sanitation day clean-up exercise

Troops on combat walk in Obuasi 

Vanguard personnel collecting waste during sanitation exercise

Vanguard personnel cleaning gutter
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VANGUARD IN PICTURES

Troops running during physical training

Personnel taking MG lessons during in-mission training

Personnel stretching out during physical training

Marine personnel on riverine patrols

Personnel of  FOB/West in group photo with DG JOPs



JOINT LAND AND RIVERINE 
PATROLS
Before the launch of the Operation VANGUARD Joint Taskforce, a key 
area with which the effects of illegal mining was measured by was our 
waterbodies. Since the inception of the Taskforce, much has not changed 
in this regard with the public still keenly observing the current state of 
our waterbodies.

Bearing this in mind, the Joint Taskforce has been conducting                    
operations routinely on/around these waterbodies mainly to minimize 
if not halt completely the devastation being caused by illegal mining 
activities.

In a week-long joint land and riverine patrol operation, 
VANGUARD personnel across all of its four (4) Forward Operating 
Bases conducted simultaneous land and water operations to rid the 
rivers within our operational area of illegal miners. The operation was 
conducted with air support from the Ghana Airforce. 

Operations were conducted along rivers PRA, ANKROBRA, TANO 
and the BIRIM. 
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Marine personnel at an illegal mining site Marine personnel clearing branches along a waterbody 

Marine personnel immobilising chang fans on platforms
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VANGUARD 12 AWARDS AND CITATIONS 
FOR EXEMPLARY SERVICE
The 12th rotation of the Op VANGUARD Taskforce made a lot of 
headway in its two-months of operations, with personnel deployed to 
the various Forward Operating Bases pulling their efforts together to 
assist the Joint Taskforce achieve its mission. Operations were conducted
 over various waterbodies and remote regions to rid our area of                         
responsibility of illegal miners.

The task at hand was by no small stretch easy, however, all personnel 
of the Taskforce from both the Armed Forces and Police Service gave 
maximum effort to make their tour of duty successful.

Even with all the personnel of VANGUARD XII performing at their 
utmost best, it is still worth mentioning that some individuals excelled 
above the call of duty. 

These individuals performed beyond what was expected of them and

in light of this, Command dimmed it necessary to commend them for 
their efforts. These commendations, it is hoped, will go a long way in not 
only serving as a morale booster for them, but also for other personnel to 
strive for greater heights in the performance of their duty.

Recipients of Citations
    Best Performing  FOB - FOB CENTRAL
     2nd Best Performing FOB - FOB EAST
    3rd Best Performing FOB - FOB ASH
    Overall Best Performing Officer - CAPT JD Kessie
    2nd Best Performing Officer - A/S/LT J Okai
    3rd Best Performing Officer - LT K Oppong 
    Most Outstanding Police Officer - ASP/Mr Bram-Larbi Charles
    Crime Officer FOB EAST - ASP/Mr John Akrofi
    Crime Officer FOB WEST - ASP/Mr Charles Obiri Yeboah

A SUB LT J Okai receiving award for outstanding off icer 
from JTF Comd (Col WN Nortey)

Capt J Kessie receiving award for outstanding off icer

Maj B Newson receiving award for outstanding fob from 
ACOP PG Waabu (Dep Comd)

ASP /Mr Bram-Larbi Charles receiving citation for best 
per forming police off icer
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Recipients of  the Citations at the Joint Taskforce Headquarters
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ASP /Mr John Akrof i receiving citation for best per forming police off icer



ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENT INVOLVING 
LITTLE SANDRAH PREMPEH
A major area of concern for the VANGUARD Taskforce, just as any 
other, is the involvement of its personnel in road traffic accidents (RTA). 
With the Taskforce’s operations requiring a lot of movement, command 
elements have continuously had to sensitize both drivers and troops on 
the need for defensive driving.

Even with such measures in place to keep troops in check and prevent 
RTAs, a few of them have occurred since the inception of the Taskforce. 
One of such unfortunate incidents happens to have involved little     
Sandra Prempreh along the Obuasi-Asokwa Junction Road. 

Since the RTA, which occurred on Wednesday 19 June 2019, Operation 
VANGUARD has taken up the responsibility of making sure she gets 
the best healthcare treatment possible and she has been responsive so far. 

In light of this occurrence, briefing and sensitization of drivers and        
personnel alike has been intensified to forestall any further incidents of 
this nature. It is worthy of note that, so far, Command has been 
successful as no other RTAs have occurred.

Commander Operation Vanguard XII, Col William Nortey seated with little Sandra Prempreh

Commander and COO at AGA Hospital with Sandra
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